Abstract. Sibyll is one of the first microscopic interaction models that was specifically developed for interpreting cosmic ray data. It combines non-perturbative concepts of simulating hadronic particle production with predictions derived from perturbative QCD calculations, focusing on forward particle production of relevance in studying cosmic ray interactions. In this contribution we briefly recall the history of Sibyll and then, in this context, describe improvements made in the different versions of the Sibyll model. The discussion focuses on the basic concepts and ideas of these improvements rather than going into detail or giving a comprehensive description of the models. We also discuss shortcomings, conceptual problems, and uncertainties in modeling hadronic interactions and make some suggestions how to address these open questions in the future.
Introduction
In the early days of cosmic ray physics the measurements of inclusive fluxes and air showers were compared to analytic and semi-analytic calculations to derive information on the energy of the primary particles, their flux, composition, and also to learn about general features of hadronic multiparticle production. A system of coupled cascade equations had to be solved for different initial conditions (see, for example, [1] [2] [3] [4] ). A number of approximations and simplifications were needed to keep the problem of calculating secondary particle fluxes and particle cascades treatable at the time. With the availability of increasingly powerful computers, solving cascade equations numerically became more and more common [5] [6] [7] . But even then it was not possible to calculate the secondary fluxes in full detail, and showerby-shower fluctuations could not be predicted. Ultimately, the full complexity of the problem can only be treated with Monte Carlo methods, which are suited to deal with the large number of degrees of freedom involved in these calculations.
Today a variety of dedicated program packages is publicly available for calculating the results of cosmic ray interactions in the atmosphere. These include programs in which Monte Carlo generated tables of hadronic interactions are used to numerically solve cascade equations (for example, MCEq [8] ), programs in which the Monte Carlo method is combined with numerical solutions of cascade equations (for example, SENECA [9] and CONEX [10] ), and fully Monte Carlo based programs (for example, AIRES [11, 12] , CORSIKA [13] , and COSMOS [14] ). a e-mail: ralph.engel@kit.edu b e-mail: friehn@lip.pt Very important elements of these code packages are hadronic interaction models, often referred to as event generators. Similar to the evolution found in cascade calculations, the first interaction models were just analytic parametrizations of the secondary particle yields and phase space distributions. One of the notable very early Monte Carlo models of hadronic interactions is the Hillas splitting algorithm (see [15] and also appendix of [4] ), which was developed for one of the first Monte Carlo packages for air showers, MOCCA [15, 16] . This splitting algorithm is still used in a slightly modified form in AIRES. With time the complexity of hadronic interaction models increased quickly and we now have very sophisticated and powerful Monte Carlo event generators available. These event generators are based on microscopic models and certain aspects of QCD, the theory of strong interactions, and represent the state-of-the art of our understanding of high-energy hadronic multiparticle production. Sibyll [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] is one of these event generators whose development started already in the late 1980ies.
After recalling the motivation for developing Sibyll we will discuss the major steps of arriving at the currently available version 2.3 of this interaction model (Sect. 2). Recent improvements triggered by the progress in understanding hadronic interactions in general, and the new LHC and fixed-target measurements in particular, will be summarized in Sect. 3. After presenting examples of comparisons to accelerator data, predictions for air showers and inclusive fluxes will be shown and discussed in the context of those obtained with other interaction models. Finally, a critical outlook is given in Sect. 4.
The past -a short history of Sibyll
In the following we will recall some fundamental hypothesis and experimental observations to introduce the ISVHECRI 2016 scientific contest and the motivation for developing the Sibyll model.
Regge theory
In the early days of high energy physics it was common wisdom that the total and elastic interaction cross sections of hadrons decrease with the center-of-mass energy √ s. This behavior was well understood in terms of Regge theory [22] by assuming maximally analytic scattering amplitudes and accounting for exchanges of many hadronic particles in a scattering process. Qualitatively, the predicted relation is σ ∼ s α i (0)−1 , with α i (0) being a constant, called the Regge intercept of the Regge trajectory α i (t), which depends on the quantum numbers of the exchanged hadrons. These Regge intercepts are related to the spin-mass relation of resonances (Chew-Frautschi plot [23] ) and the largest measured values of α i (0) are in the range of 0.45 − 0.55.
With the first data from the Serpukhov accelerator it became clear that this seemingly self-consistent picture, based entirely on hadronic degrees of freedom, had to be extended. The Serpukhov data of the late 1960ies indicated that hadronic cross sections start to be energy-independent above ∼ 50 GeV/c lab. momentum ( √ s ∼ 10 GeV). This motivated Pomeranchuk to postulate the existence of a new Regge trajectory with α(0) ≈ 1, now commonly referred to as the pomeron. In 1971, with the data of the CERN Intersecting Storage Ring (ISR), it became obvious that the total and elastic cross sections of hadrons slowly increase with energy. In the Reggeon model, this can only be explained by assuming a super-critical pomeron, i.e. α(0) > 1. Since then there have been many attempts to find the resonances belonging to the pomeron trajectory, which are possibly short-lived glue balls. Whether glue balls indeed exist is still an open question [24] .
At this time also a number of phenomenological scaling hypotheses were commonly tested and found to be approximately satisfied. The most important ones are Feynman scaling [25] of particle production cross sections and Koba-Nielsen-Olesen (KNO) scaling [26] of particle multiplicities.
If Feynman scaling applies, the inclusive production cross section ab → cX is expected to approach, in the high-energy limit, a universal function
s and p ⊥ being the transverse momentum of c. An important consequence of Feynman scaling is the prediction of an energyindependent height of the rapidity distribution dN ab→c /dy of particle c for x F → 0
Another important phenomenological scaling hypothesis, which is similar to that of Feynman scaling, is the idea limiting fragmentation [27] . Here the assumption is that the distributions of leading particles, i.e. particles with momenta similar to those of the projectile or target, depend only on the projectile and target particles and approach a universal function at very high energy.
KNO scaling manifests itself by energy-independent moments, γ q , of the multiplicity distribution
wheren denotes the average particle multiplicity and the average is taken over all events of the data sample. All these phenomena could be reasonably well described, on a phenomenological level, by Regge-inspired models. The energy dependence of the total and elastic cross sections could be parametrized and, with the help of the triple-Regge graph [28] and corresponding unitarity cuts, it was even possible to understand inclusive particle distributions. Still, most of the predictions were of a qualitative nature and measurements were needed to make them more quantitative.
Parton model and perturbative QCD
After the introduction of quarks for the classification of hadrons in 1964 [29, 30] the concept of constituents of hadrons was extended to high-energy scattering phenomena within the parton model. Originally, the parton model was developed by Feynman [31] [32] [33] . to describe scaling laws found in inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering by introducing point-like constituents in hadrons, but soon many other applications were found. Finally, with the formulation of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) [34] in 1973 a selfconsistent theory of strong interactions was available.
QCD was enthusiastically adopted with the realization that asymptotic freedom of partons is one of its fundamental properties. It was realized that Feynman's partons were the quarks and gluons of QCD and soon first predictions of parton-parton scattering, calculated in perturbation theory [35, 36] , and estimates for high-p ⊥ particle and jet production [37] were made and found to be in reasonable agreement with measurements. Also scaling laws for the fragmentation of partons to (leading) hadrons were derived [38] and evolution equations for the densities of partons in hadrons were written down [39] .
In the early 1980ies rare processes involving large momentum transfer (hard processes), such as jet production, could be calculated reliably and many experiments at colliders were built to study these processes. At the same time, very little progress was made in understanding the bulk of hadronic particle production that does not proceed through processes of high momentum transfer (soft processes). Even though the partonic view of highenergy interactions was very successful for hard processes, Regge-type models were still needed to describe soft hadron production processes. In particular, it became clear that it is very difficult to combine the hadronic view of soft processes with the partonic view of hard processes in a consistent and quantitative way [40] .
Minijet Model
In the second half of the 1980ies the data of the CERN SPS collider confirmed the growth of the total and elastic pp cross sections [41, 42] as already seen at the ISR. New observations were the strong violation of Feynman scaling at central pseudorapidities [43] and also the violation of KNO scaling [44] . For example, the pseudorapidity Figure 1 . Inclusive cross section for minijet production measured by the UA1 Collaboration [46] . The data are compared to measurements and model curves for the elastic and totalp p cross sections. Also shown are predictions based on perturbative QCD for parton-level jets for different transverse momentum thresholds (dash-dotted lines). density of charged particles dN ch /dη changes from 2.2 at √ s = 200 GeV to about 3 at √ s = 900 GeV for η ≈ 0. In contrast, the leading particle distributions, as far as accessible at the SPS experiments, were found to scale as expected for limiting fragmentation [43, 45] .
Another surprising result was the rapid increase with energy of the inclusive cross section for jet production [46] . This is shown in Fig. 1 . This observation led to a controversial discussion about down to what scales of momentum transfer can perturbative calculations still be expected to be reliable. Calculations of cross sections for so-called minijet production (i.e. jets with a transverse momentum of 3 − 5 GeV) were met with scepticism and the debate is still ongoing.
Extrapolating the measured jet rates or relying on calculated inclusive cross sections led to the conclusion that hard parton-parton scattering should be an abundant process in hadronic scattering at high energy [47] . Therefore it was very natural to assume that, if the untilthen theoretically unexplained rise of the total cross section does originate from minijet production, a new process is setting in just in this energy range. After all, parton-parton scattering is a fundamental and undisputed prediction of QCD.
One of the key problems with this assumption was, however, the fact that the cross section for jet production increases with energy much faster than the total cross section, see Fig. 1 . This problem is addressed in the Minijet Model [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] , which was developed in the late 1980ies. It was the first model offering a consistent microscopic picture of the relation between the inclusive jet production rate and the growth of the elastic and total cross sections.
In the minijet model, the apparent contradiction between the rapid growth of the inclusive jet cross section and the only moderate growth of the total cross section is resolved by allowing for multiple, independent parton pairs interacting in a single hadronic collision. Keeping in mind that jet cross sections σ jet calculated within perturbative QCD are inclusive cross sections one has the relation
with n int being the average number of interacting parton pairs and σ ine denoting the inelastic cross section. If, for simplicity of the argument, the energy dependence is written as σ ine ∼ s 0.08 and σ jet ∼ s 0.4 a rapid growth of the mean number of interactions n int ∼ s 0.32 is predicted. Already a very simple and intuitive geometric model of hadrons is sufficient to calculate the probability distribution of the number, n int , of interacting parton pairs and, hence, the relation between the inelastic and jet cross sections. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Neglecting possible correlations between the partons in the colliding hadrons (the partonic state is frozen-in for the time of the hadronic collision) one obtains the well-known eikonal model for multiple interactions (for a pedagogical presentation, see [4] ). The eikonal formulas can also be derived within field theory. This more rigorous derivation also predicts the correct complex phases for the resulting scattering amplitudes, see [53, 54] and references therein.
The minijet model, combined with the eikonal approach for estimating the amount of multiple partonic interactions, is a model that has only a very small number of parameters. These are the transverse momentum threshold that is needed for regarding partonic interactions as hard processes to which asymptotic freedom applies (and also for calculating the inclusive minjet cross section), the parton density functions f (x, Q 2 ), and the parton distributions in transverse space. To make the model complete soft interactions have to be added, which cannot be calculated in perturbation theory.
There are a number of very remarkable successes of the minijet model [48, 55] . First of all, the rise of the observed cross sections can be understood and predictions for higher energies can be calculated, see [50, [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] for examples of early works. Secondly, the multiplicity distribution of secondary particles, including the increasing violation of KNO scaling is correctly predicted [48, 61, 62] . Thirdly, the model predicts a rise of the central pseudorapidity plateau and, hence, violation of Feynman scaling at |x F | ≈ 0. Additional features of the model are strong forwardbackward multiplicity correlations in rapidity space [63] and the expectation of only very minor scaling violations
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of the distributions of leading secondary particles, which are related to effects of energy-momentum conservation.
These successes of the minijet model are, to a large extent, related to the concept of multiple interactions [64] . Other multiple interaction models, such as the Dual Parton Model [65] and the Quark-Gluon Strings Model [66] , which were originally developed for soft interactions only, also describe many of the observed features of multiparticle production up to √ s ∼ 200 GeV. In comparison to these models, the minijet model is an attempt to relate as many features of multiparticle production as possible to hard parton-parton interactions and to minimize additional assumptions needed for soft processes. With hard interactions becoming increasingly important at high energy, this approach promises a framework for extrapolations to very high energies without many parameters.
Early versions of Sibyll up to Sibyll 1.7
Already three years after the development of the minijet model, a first implementation of multiple hard interactions in the hadronic event generator PYTHIA became available in 1987 [67] . In PYTHIA, only the cross section of inelastic events with (possibly multiple) hard partonparton interactions is calculated following the minijet model. This cross section is considered as a part of the larger total inelastic cross section, which is taken from an external parametrization. No attempt is made to fully implement the minijet model, i.e. to also derive the total and elastic cross sections from the implemented partonic cross sections.
Sibyll was the first Monte Carlo event generator with a full implementation of the minijet model. Elastic and total cross sections as well as partial cross sections for a given number of multiple interactions are calculated in a self-consistent way. Key assumptions of the model were a constant soft cross section, which had to be added in the eikonal to the inclusive cross section for hard interactions, and the assumption of an energy-independent transverse momentum threshold p cut ⊥ for calculating the minijet cross section. Many aspects of Sibyll are very strongly inspired by the Lund approach for modeling hadronic interactions. The string fragmentation used in Sibyll, for example, is an implementation of the Lund model [68, 69] of these days.
Early versions of the code date back to 1987 and were used in various research projects, for example, see [70] . In a collaboration with J. Engel, a library for nuclear targets and projectiles [17] was developed in the early 1990ies, adding a sophisticated abrasion-ablation model for nuclear fragmentation to Sibyll. Proton/pion/kaon interactions with the nuclei of air are simulated based on the Glauber model for nuclear interactions [71] . Keeping in mind the application for air shower simulations, the interaction of primary nuclei is implemented using the semi-superposition model. This means that the depth distribution of interaction points, the number and mass distribution of the nuclear fragments, and number of interacting nuclei is correctly calculated using the Glauber approach combined with a nuclear fragmentation model. But at each given interaction point N interacting nucleons of the projectile are replaced by N protons and neutrons whose interaction with air nuclei is simulated separately [17] . Finally, version 1.5 of Sibyll was made publicly available and described in detail in Ref. [18] . Minor additions such as including neutral pions as possible projectiles led to an increase of the version number to 1.7. In 1993 Sibyll was included as one of the first microscopic interaction models in the shower simulation code MOCCA [15, 16] , and later CORSIKA [13] , and AIRES [11, 12] . A multitude of shower simulations were done with Sibyll, including all the simulations for designing the Pierre Auger Observatory [72, 73] .
Sibyll 2.1
Although Sibyll 1.7 was a very successful model in the 1990ies, it was far from being perfect.
Already the comparison to data of fixed-target and collider experiments made in the initial publication of Sibyll showed some shortcomings of the model [18] . For example, the predicted distribution of the secondary particle multiplicity was not as wide as found in data. Other problems were related to the overall growth of the particle multiplicity with energy and the distribution of secondary particles around x F ∼ 0.8 − 0.9, the transition region between non-diffractively and diffractively produced secondaries.
Independent of the discrepancies found in comparisons with accelerator data, the first data on deep-inelastic scattering of the HERA collider indicated a behavior of parton densities at low x similar to f (x, Q 2 ) ∼ x −1.3 , which is very different from what had been commonly used before. The minijet cross section in Sibyll 1.x had been calculated with the Eichten-Hinchliffe-LaneQuigg [74] (proton) and Duke-Owens [75] (pion) parton densities, which satisfy f (x, Q 2 ) ∼ x −1 . Last but not least, there were also indications from the KASCADE air shower array [76] that the showers simulated with Sibyll either had too many electrons or too few muons at ground level for obtaining a consistent description of shower data through the knee energy region.
These observations triggered the development of an improved version of Sibyll that started in 1997. The model for diffraction dissociation was replaced by a more consistent treatment of diffraction using a two-channel eikonal model based on the Good-Walker approach [77] . Multiple soft interactions were implemented in the generation of the string configurations and hadronic final states to consistently interpret the eikonal amplitude according to the Abramovski-Gribov-Kancheli cutting rules [78] . The parametrizations of parton densities were updated to those by Glück, Reya, and Vogt [79, 80] , which were in good agreement with HERA data at this time.
The modified parton densities led to a much steeper increase of the predicted minijet cross section and it became clear that, even by adjusting model parameters very generously, the slow rise of the total cross section could not be described without modifying the original ideas of the minijet model. Either the total cross section would grow too fast or the secondary particle multiplicity would exceed by far that found at the Tevatron. Qualitatively, the correlation of these quantities follows directly from Eq. (4). An eikonal model satisfies unitarity, i.e. the inclusive cross section for minijet production always stays the same.
Unitarity is such a fundamental property of scattering amplitudes that the tension between the energy dependence ISVHECRI 2016 of the jet cross section, total cross section, and the particle multiplicity has to be interpreted as a failure to calculate inclusive minijet cross section (the other quantities are measured, and (4) holds in any model that satisfies unitarity). There are many reasons why a calculation at transverse momenta as low as p ⊥ ∼ 2 − 3 GeV/c could fail. For example, collinear factorization as used in most perturbative calculations is expected to break down and, instead of leading log(Q 2 / 2 QCD ) terms, one should re-sum log(1/x) terms, or the extrapolation of parton densities to low x is failing for such low parton virtualities. Also calculations at leading-log accuracy are know to be subject to large uncertainties stemming from the arbitrary choice of the factorization and renormalization scales.
Such problems in calculating the minijet cross section had already been anticipated many years earlier, see [47] for a review. The large density of partons at low x leads to collective effects, i.e. partons cannot be considered to be independent objects anymore. Whether these collective effects lead to a saturation or just a reduction of the parton densities is the subject of an ongoing debate.
In the high-energy limit, i.e. ln(1/x), ln(Q 2 / 2 QCD ) → ∞ (double-leading-log approximation), the gluon density g(x, Q 2 ) is given by
with n f being the number of active quark flavors. Then, assuming a transverse size of a gluon being about the size of its cross section σ ∼ α s ( p 2 T )/ p 2 ⊥ , one has as condition for all gluons fitting next to each other in a proton of radius R p [81] α
where α s is the strong coupling constant. If the gluons are not distributed democratically in transverse space by forming, for example, hot spots around the valence quarks, the non-linear effects suppressing the number of independent partons will set in much earlier than indicated by Eq. (6). In Sibyll, Eq. (6) is used as guidance for introducing an energy-dependent transverse momentum threshold applied in calculating the minijet cross section
with p 0 ⊥ and being model parameters. All interactions producing only partons with p ⊥ < p min ⊥ (s) are considered as soft interactions. The previously constant cross section for soft interactions had to be made energy-dependent to account for the fraction of partonic interactions that has been shifted in the classification from hard to soft. Inspired by Regge phenomenology for soft processes, this energy dependence is assumed to be a power law σ soft ∼ s with being a parameter that depends on p 0 ⊥ and . is determined by fitting total and elastic cross sections (typical values are ≈ 0.1).
The fit to the the pp and pp cross sections is shown in Fig. 3 . Thanks to the improved model for diffraction dissociation, a good description of single-and doublediffractive cross sections is also obtained, see Fig. 4 . This construction of matching soft and hard interactions illustrates a generic problem of hadronic interaction models. Strictly speaking, partons are only well defined objects for hard interactions. Nevertheless, there has to be a smooth transition to soft interactions, for which the parton language does not apply. The currently applied makeshift solution is to generate string configurations for soft interactions that would correspond to hard interactions with very low p ⊥ , i.e. two strings per interaction. Another problem is the significantly different energy dependence of the soft and hard processes. A smooth transition between the two categories of processes can only be maintained if the transverse momentum threshold for hard processes is increasing with energy.
Finally it should be mentioned that the inclusion of multiple soft interactions in Sibyll is nothing other than a particular implementation of Gribov's Reggeon calculus [82] . In this sense the model implemented in the new version of Sibyll goes beyond the classic minijet model of the late 1980ies and becomes in some aspects similar to the Dual Parton Model realizations in PHOJET [83, 84] and DPMJET [85, 86] .
In 1999 first predictions of the new version of Sibyll were shown [90] and the code was released to the public in 2000 as Sibyll 2.1. Because of the conceptually non-satisfying treatment of the matching of soft and hard interactions this model was never considered as a long-term version of Sibyll. The successes of the model in describing many collider measurements and also providing reasonable interpretations of air shower data showed, however, that the model was well-suited for the purposes it had been developed for. Motivated by the continuous use of the model in many calculations, a comprehensive description of the model was finally published in 2009 [19] .
One of the very striking improvements in describing data when switching from Sibyll 1.7 to Sibyll 2.1 is shown in Fig. 5 . While this figure shows data to which the model was tuned, predictions for higher energies are compared with first LHC measurements in Ref. [91] . The Sibyll extrapolations were very close to these measurements.
The present -Sibyll version 2.3
The very encouraging agreement of Sibyll predictions with the first minimum bias data of LHC experiments give strong support to the underlying ideas of this model, even though it is much less sophisticated than other hadronic interaction models such as EPOS [99] [100] [101] , QGSJET [102] [103] [104] [105] , and DPMJET [85, 86] . On the other hand, the LHC data led to the discovery of new shortcomings and helped reducing the uncertainties of the model extrapolation to high energy.
Motivated by the LHC data and also new fixedtarget measurements a number of improvements have been implemented in Sibyll. A new version of the code, Sibyll 2.3, was released in 2016. In the following an overview of some of the model changes are given. A complete The new LHC measurements [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] are shown individually. At high energy the cross section derived from p−air interactions by the Auger Collaboration is also given [98] . In addition the inclusive cross section for minijet production of the two model versions is shown as dashed lines. description of the model will be given in a forthcoming publication [106] .
The discrepancy between the different measurements of the total pp cross section [107] [108] [109] at Tevatron led to a considerable uncertainty in the cross section extrapolation. The fit of Sibyll 2.1 made in 2000 was favoring the higher value of the CDF Collaboration, see Fig. 3 . LHC data have greatly reduced this uncertainty and the Sibyll predictions were found to be too high. By changing the shape of the distribution of the partons in transverse space, see Fig. 2 , the Sibyll cross section has been adjusted to fit the LHC data. A comparison of the previous and current cross section predictions of the Sibyll model is shown in Fig. 6 . Although a reasonable description of the LHC data on elastic and total cross sections could be obtained, a deviation was found for the slope of the differential elastic cross section dσ/dt at |t| → 0. For a better description of elastic scattering a full treatment of the complex phase of the scattering amplitude is needed, which is beyond the scope of the Sibyll model.
Another important improvement of the model was the implementation of the Good-Walker approach [77] to inelastic diffractive scattering in form of a two-channel model also for interactions with nuclei. This lead to an increase of the cross section for projectile diffraction dissociation on nuclei. Together with the reduced inelastic cross section this results in a shift of the predicted mean depth of shower maximum deeper into the atmosphere, see Fig. 7 . Left: There is about a 30% chance probability that the leading particle of a pion-air interaction is a neutral pion. Hence subshowers initiated by charged pions have a high probability to be terminated by production of a leading π 0 .
Further improvements of Sibyll 2.3 with respect to Sibyll 2.1 are the sampling of the transverse momentum of partons at the string ends from an exponential distribution in transverse mass m ⊥ = p 2 ⊥ + m 2 instead of p ⊥ and a better sampling of the momentum fractions of the partons entering hard scattering processes. These changes allow a better description of a multitude of LHC data sets, but are not expected to be of great importance for air shower predictions.
Air shower calculations with Sibyll always predicted a smaller number of muons at ground than one would obtain with EPOS or QGSJET, see [113] . A number of air shower measurements indicate, however, that even simulations with EPOS or QGSJET do predict fewer muons than observed in the data [114] [115] [116] [117] . Therefore special emphasis has been put in Sibyll 2.3 on model features that are related to the production of muons in the GeV energy range.
The energy transfer from the hadronic core of an air shower to the electromagnetic component by π 0 production is a very important parameter that influences the number of muons arriving at ground. The more energy is kept in each hadronic interaction in the hadronic core of the shower, i.e. given to hadrons that interact again or decay into secondaries that include muons, the larger is the number of muons at ground. The importance of baryon-antibaryon pair-production in this respect had been noted already in 1973 [118] . Thanks to baryon number conservation, all baryons produced in a shower propagate and re-interact until their energy is too low for hadronic particle production. The multiplicity of secondary baryons is small and, hence, secondary baryons are unimportant in the first generations of an air shower. They serve, however, as a very efficient source of secondary pions at low energy when the charged pions forming the bulk of the hadronic core begin to decay, see Fig. 8 . Enhanced baryon pairproduction leads to an enhancement of the number of lowenergy muons in air showers. This has been demonstrated in a detailed study made with EPOS [119] . Simulations show that baryon-induced sub-showers produce about 30% more muons than pion showers. Indeed, the average number of produced baryon pairs is too low in Sibyll 2.1 and had to be re-tuned, see Fig. 9 .
Another aspect of hadronic interactions of direct relevance to muon production is the production of hadronic resonances of high energy in the fragmentation of beam remnants [120] . The surprising experimental observation is that the leading particle in π ± p interactions is often a ρ 0 meson instead of a π 0 . In contrast to the π 0 , the ρ 0 meson decays directly to two charged pions and the energy of the leading particle is kept in the hadronic shower component [121] . The enhanced production of leading ρ 0 mesons is not reproduced in models that rely on string fragmentation.
In string fragmentation models, the production ratio of states of different spin and the same valence quarks is given by a model parameter and independent of the production kinematics. This can be seen in Fig. 10 (top) . To a good approximation there is a constant ratio between the π 0 and ρ 0 curves in Sibyll 2.1. The data show a very different behavior. Adding the possibility to have excited states formed by the remnant of a hadron in an interaction allows the implementation of an enhanced production of ρ 0 mesons in forward direction. This is shown for Sibyll 2.3 in Fig. 10 (bottom) .
The impact of the tuned baryon-antibaryon and leading ρ 0 production on the number of muons at ground is shown in Fig. 11 . The Sibyll predictions change by a factor of 1.4 at low energy and 1.6 high energy. Now Sibyll is the model that predicts the highest muon multiplicity in air showers. From these results it is clear that measurements of baryon pair and leading ρ 0 production will be needed for pion-nucleus interactions to make the prediction of muon numbers in air showers more reliable, see [122] .
Finally, for completeness, it should be mentioned that a phenomenological treatment of charm production was implemented in Sibyll 2.3 -based on the approach developed in Ref. [123] -and tuned to fixed-target and LHC data. A realistic model for charm production is very important for calculating prompt lepton production in the atmosphere [8, 124] . The Sibyll predictions for atmospheric lepton fluxes will be discussed in detail in Ref. [125] .
The future
No attempt will be made to predict the future development of Sibyll. Only a number of general observations will 
High-precision data and model predictions
In the last decade an exceptionally large number of minimum bias measurements with very small systematic uncertainties have been published by LHC and fixedtarget experiments. The LHC as an energy frontier has pushed particle production measurements into the energy region in which it is dominated by minijets and collective effects have been found not only in heavy ion but also proton-proton collisions. The awareness of the need for minimum bias measurements with light nuclei has increased and many different fixed-target data sets were published, for example, see [126] [127] [128] [129] . Moreover, model builders have also profited from the need of long-baseline neutrino experiments for high-statistics measurements of particle production using different targets including light nuclei [130] [131] [132] [133] .
This large number of new data has triggered the development of a new generation of hadronic interaction models, often referred to as post-LHC models, which are of much higher quality than the previous generation. At the same time the existence of these rich and very diverse data sets has caused a dilemma for builders of hadronic interaction models. With the lack of not being able to calculate particle production from first principles it cannot be expected that any model, as sophisticated as it might be, will describe all the data reasonably well and provide a consistent view of hadronic interactions.
In light of the large amount of accelerator data available the careful selection of data sets used for optimizing hadronic interaction models for cosmic ray interactions becomes more and more important. Selecting the data according to the covered phase space and their relevance to air shower physics is an important first step. But even the best selection of data used for tuning has its limitations because many data sets provide only indirect information on forward particle production, if at all. There are further limitations stemming from the complexity of the physics of hadronic multiparticle production. For example, multiplicities and transverse momentum spectra of particles in heavy ion collisions should not be used for the tuning of models that do not include a treatment of collective effects such as transverse flow. While such collective effects will probably not be important in air shower physics, they will have to be considered for maximum use of the information provided by LHC data.
The advantage of restricting Sibyll to the modeling of phenomena needed for understanding extensive air showers and, hence, being a very simple and flexible model, turns here to a disadvantage, limiting the number of data sets it can be compared to. With the amount of highly specialized measurements continuously increasing it will be more and more difficult to tune the model to these data sets without introducing new phenomena in the model even if these are not really needed for air shower simulation. One solution to this problem would be, of course, the measurement of forward particle distributions, integrated over transverse momentum and covering large phase space ranges. Those distributions could be used directly for model tuning and air shower simulation.
Conceptual problems and open questions
Theoretical approaches and approximations for describing particle production are available for different energy regions and kinematic regimes. These include resonance and effective field theories close to the particle production threshold, Regge theory [22] for low-energy and low-pt processes, perturbative QCD combined with collinear [134] or k ⊥ factorization [135] for hard processes in different limits of log( p 2 ⊥ / 2 QCD ) vs. log(1/x), the Color Glass Condensate approach [136] for high parton densities, and hydrodynamics of the Quark-Gluon plasma [137, 138] at very high energy densities. Typically, hadronic interaction models include only a small number of these approaches and the transition is between these kinematic regimes and covered phase space regions is implemented in a pragmatic way, driven by the goal of reaching a good Collider data from CMS, CDF and UA5 [43, 87, 139, 140] . are compared to simulations made with Sibyll versions 2.1 and 2.3. At high energy Sibyll 2.3 systematically predicts a lower particle density in forward and backward directions than measured. description of data. More theoretical work is needed to better understand the transition between the theoretical treatments.
One prominent example of the need to combine two different approaches is the transition from soft to hard processes. At low energy, in the energy range of fixedtarget experiments, multiparticle production is dominated by soft processes and hadronic degrees of freedom are most appropriate for model building. In the energy range from √ s ∼ 100 − 1000 GeV, a transition to partonic degrees of freedom takes place. And at high energies, most clearly seen at LHC for the first time, parton-parton interactions are dominating large parts of phase space in multiparticle production. Tuning a model and obtaining a very good description of low-energy data does not automatically imply a good description of high-energy data.
The assumptions on the description of the transition from hard to semi-hard and then to soft processes play an important role at high energy and are an essential element of model building. This is illustrated in Fig. 12 showing the pseudorapidity distribution of charged particles over a wide range of collision energies. At low energy soft interactions are still producing the bulk of the particles. This is no longer the case at LHC energies. The discrepancies between data and Sibyll 2.3 at |η| ∼ 2 indicate some shortcoming in the modeling of the transition between soft and hard processes, in particular of the parton densities at very low x, or possibly of the underlying soft processes in the presence of hard parton-parton interactions. That these shortcomings do not necessarily affect the very forward direction is demonstrated in Fig. 13 , in which the forward neutron production at LHC is compared to Sibyll predictions. There the improvement of data description with Sibyll 2.3 wrt. version 2.1 is clearly visible.
In Sibyll, the geometric criterion (6) is used for defining a threshold for the applicability of the simple multiple-scattering model. A straightforward generalization to nuclei is the use of the sum of the local parton densities of all nucleons in Eq. (6), taken at the relevant impact parameter of the interaction. This means that, in general, the transverse momentum threshold for hard interactions should vary from collision to collision, and the parameters for soft interactions should change too. For comparison, in EPOS, the parton densities are modified at low x by hand, i.e. the number of partons is reduced, in dependence on the local energy density, irrespective of how many nucleons are participating in a collision [100] . In QGSJET II (soft) pomeron-pomeron interactions (socalled enhanced pomeron graphs) are re-summed to all order, leading to a rather involved theoretical description of hadronic interactions [104, 105, 141] . All these approaches for implementing a transition from hard to soft processes imply the violation of QCD factorization at semi-hard, minijet scales while preserving factorization for high-p ⊥ processes. The diversity of the approaches is a sign of our lack of understanding semi-hard processes.
It has been speculated already for a long time that central particle production will ultimately also change leading particle distributions once the scattering process the black disk limit [143] . This effect is analogous to the suppression of leading particle production in dependence on the number of participating nucleons (i.e. centrality) in hadron-nucleus interactions. It will be important to demonstrate this effect at LHC by, for example, combining the central data taken by ATLAS with that of the forward experiment LHC on an event-by-event basis. Furthermore, because we have little knowledge on the physics relation between central and forward particle production, we still cannot reliably predict the leading particle distributions in hadronic interactions involving nuclei even if these distributions were known (measured) in pp and π p interactions. Only the direct measurement of proton interactions with light nuclei can help to reduce these uncertainties. With oxygen being used as carrier ion for heavy ion injection, pO interactions should be a technically feasible option at LHC without too much accelerator tuning needed.
